NEWS RELEASE
Contact: Watch Commander, (805) 339-4416
Release Prepared by: Commander Ryan Weeks
VENTURA POLICE DEPARTMENT

Incident: Arrest for Possession of a Stolen Vehicle, Driving while under the influence of drugs, and
evading arrest.
Location: 100 Block of Brent St. Ventura, CA
Date/Time Occurred: 01/14/2022 @ 0829 hours
Officer(s) Involved: Ventura Police Traffic Unit, Ventura Police Patrol Units
Suspect(s): Robert Pulido - 30 yrs. Oxnard resident
Report #: 22-2750
Narrative:
On 01/14/22, at about 8:29 a.m., a Ventura Police Department Motor Officer attempted to make a traffic
enforcement stop on a vehicle for excessive speed. When the officer attempted to make the traffic stop,
the vehicle’s driver failed to yield and continued driving. Approximately one minute later, the vehicle
stopped in the area of Community Memorial Hospital and the three occupants of the vehicle fled on foot in
an effort to evade arrest. Multiple Ventura Police Motor Units and Patrol Units responded to that area and
began a search for the occupants. Ultimately, the driver, Robert Pulido, was located by an officer hiding in
the bed of a pickup truck in the parking lot of Community Memorial Hospital.
Officers suspected that the vehicle may be stolen, so they contacted the registered owner. The owner
indicated that the vehicle was in fact stolen out of Oxnard earlier that same date.
Pulido was arrested and booked at the Ventura County Jail for being in possession of a stolen vehicle,
possession of drugs, driving while under the influence of drugs, and evading arrest. Pulido also had a
felony warrant for his arrest at the time of the incident.

The complete press release, including suspect description, can be viewed online at www.venturapd.org
If you have any information about this crime, you can make an anonymous call to Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS.
If your information leads to an arrest, you could receive a cash reward of up to $1,000.
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